
MAXIMIZING FOREX TRADING EFFICIENCY
WITH AUTOMATED ROBOTS

REVOLUTIONIZING FOREX TRADING WITH AI-POWERED
SOLUTIONS

PRESENTING PROFIT-HUNTER

  ZERO LOSS AI POWERED ROBOT



The Forex market is said to be hard
because it is the most liquid market in
the world and billions of people and
entities intervene in it. Governments,
politics, the weather, public health,
corporate expansion or bankruptcy, the
prices of foodstuff, everything
influences the Forex market.



Forex robot is automated software programme that helps you to trade at the correct
point of time in the market , but its depends on the strategy updated on the robo.
Forex trading bots are used for trading currency pairs in the foreign exchange market
and are legal in the majority of jurisdictions worldwide

Hence we got the solution of your problem now, 
Presenting Automated robo.

It is just another world of revolution , Make profit with any equity in your
account ,  Our robo will give you best possible profit on the safe side ,
without any capital degradation in your account, with the expert advisors ,
now you can trade during the time you cannot trade manually. 

If you are not very good at controlling your emotions, automated trading will
definitely help you.



We specializes in developing custom auto trading software for the
popular MT4 and MT5 trading platforms. These custom solutions are
tailored to meet the specific trading strategies and requirements of each
individual client, providing a unique and powerful tool for automated
trading.

About Our Robo
Our software offers risk management tools, backtesting, and
real-time monitoring, making it a powerful tool for optimizing
trading performance. Our team provides support, training, and
consulting to ensure our clients get the most out of our
software.



WHY

Why We Are Unique?
We developed advanced EAs are automated trading
systems that can execute trades based on pre-defined
rules and parameters, while indicators can analyse
market data to provide insights and generate signals for
trading.

These robo will provide you best profit after the high
fluctuations in the market, we installed certain profitable
indicators which are actually made by high forex experts
who are already earing in millions.



PERFORMANCE

Robo Performance
We know it is very hard to believe in AI tools but these
robot are results of our besttesting with the data of
atlest Five years.

Our team of experts works closely with clients to tailor
the automation of currency trading strategies or
indicators to their specific needs and requirements. With
our advanced AI and machine learning algorithms, we
help clients stay ahead of the curve in the fast-paced and
constantly evolving world of currency trading.



Performance Data is from our Live Account 
Platform MT4 (real account)
Broker Exness 
For more information visit to our social pages

Glimpse of Profit Hunter Performance
Get 7 days Free Trial on Robo
(Company will share you Real
Account ID and Password for
Robot Performance in the Market)



These robots are typically developed using specialized programming languages and
certain calculations based on entry and exit conditions .
We installed technical like MA, pivot levels, CCI strategy  depends on the different
timeframe.
We take care of the drawdown which is risk free and the lot size should move more
than micro lot in small accounts . Adjusting parameters  and implanting additional risk
management measures.
We also provide you demo of  week trading days to monitor our performance of robo.

How it is designed?

Errare humanum est said the Roman stoic. It means that despite your experience in
Forex trading, you will make a lot of stupid mistakes through your trading career.
Computers are not humans, and if programmed without errors, expert advisors will not
commit any mistakes when trading.

Focus Your Time and Efforts on Running Your other Business and Leave the Trading
Automation to Us.



Risk Management

Support

Profit hunter -prioritizes risk management in order to
protect its clients’ capital and achieve consistent
returns over the long term. By using advanced
technology and strategies, they aim to provide a
safe and secure trading environment for investors of
all levels.

We limit your lose in account and gives you the best
possible ratio of profit, Our team of experts provides
support and consulting to help clients optimize their
trading performance using our software, tailoring
solutions to their unique requirements.

Profit Hunter



VPS Charges
₹1500/-
30% profit of your account at the end of the month.

We are giving free robot which means you only
share 20% of profit made with us to and 10% to
your referrer at the end of the month.

Profit hunter is haa only one package according to client wants and needs

Start Growing Your Account Now!

Packages



THANK YOU
CONTACT US

CUSTOMER SUPPORT : +44 7984 370001

EMAIL: SUPPORT @EDUCABINS.COM

TECHNICAL ISSUES : +44 7377 774590


